At 113° West, EUTELSAT 113 West A provides the best power and coverage in both C- and Ku-bands throughout the Americas on its hemi beams, along with its regional beams.

The EUTELSAT 113 West A satellite currently distributes over 130 channels, received by 1,300 antennas in the region. It fully covers cable head-ends in Mexico as well as ethnic cable head-ends in the United States, with over 7,000 DTH antennas receiving channels in Ku-band.

EUTELSAT 113 West A also offers a powerful spot beam over the main cities in South America.
EUTELSAT 113 WEST A

KEY MARKETS
→ NORTH AMERICA
→ SOUTH AMERICA

KEY SERVICES
→ VIDEO
→ DATA
→ OCCASIONAL USE
→ GOVERNMENT

SATELLITE MANUFACTURER
SPACE SYSTEMS/LORAL

LAUNCH DATE
27/05/2006

PROJECTED LIFETIME
> 15 YEARS

ORBITAL POSITION
113 DEGREES WEST

FREQUENCIES
C-BAND, KU-BAND

What can we do for you? Please visit
www.eutelsat.com/enquiries

Global connectivity,
Local delivery

Ku-band 1 North American Downlink Coverage

Ku-band 2 Pan-American Downlink Coverage